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An infant bed to encourage communication with a baby is released.

Developing mother-infant bonding nurtured by close distance and eye lines is highly considered.

Infant Bed to bring a distance closer to an infant.

• Shown here is a High-Low stand.
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Design paying special attention to “Safety” and
“Interaction” supports mothers and nursing staffs

Caster- lock from any direction

Four-wheel lock mechanism allows a mother to change
diapers with an easy mind without looking aside.

Mattress tilting with a lever on the front

Non-step smooth tilting is possible while watching an
infant.

Lightweight and easy to move.

Large dual wheel casters make it easy to operate
and move the cot.
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A combination of options can meet a
variety of requirements

Enhances operation efficiency for nursing staff

Variety of peripheral devices can be attached to the

I.V Pole (option), which enables a staff to operate the

devices immediately in a large work space.

Carefully selected materical ensures improved
ease of cleaning

Increased ease of cleaning of the products

The main body is made of resin - the cot can be
disinfected using chemicals
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I.V POLE

Basket

I.V Pole can be attached to
each corner as the situation

demands.

Small stuff such as
disinfectant and

thermometer can be
sotred.

Drawer
Pulse oximeter can be put
on the slide tray which is
suitable for practical use.

Opening the drawer

Sliding open the top slide tray
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Waterproof Mattress

Product code: PHCOTMAT/WW



A cot can be locked, which
eliminates the risk of falling
The transparent cot can be locked at
four points of the bottom for safety.

“Safety”

“Interaction”
The height of HL Stand can be
adjusted to eye level of an infant

The lowest position is 62cm, which enables to
watch an infant at the bed side of mother and
contribute to the Kangaroo-care.
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Neo Cot HL Stand / FP $PU 'JYFE 4UBOE

Atom’s Code: 26113

I.V Pole
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Atom’s Code: 26123

Shade

Atom’s Code: 26411

Cylinder Rack

Atom’s Code: 26117

Basket
Atom’s Code: 26114

Drawer

Atom’s code: 26112

Atom’s code: 21002

Atom’s code: 21091

Atom’s code: 21092

Transparent cot
Disposable Neo Sheets (100 sheets in a box)

Baby card (koala), blue (50 cards in a box)

Baby card (koala), pink (50 cards in a box)

Options & Supplies
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Dimensional drawing
Unit: mm

Product Code

Tilting Angle

Mattress

Caster

Load Capacity

Weight

Dimensions

26408
0°-12°

Dia. 10cm (Dual caster w/stopper)
10kg (on mattress)
Approx. 27 kg
W960 x D450 x H620 - 820 mm
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Material

Method of disinfection

Atom Medical products are produced under strict production control in japan.
We provide value and trust of the highest quality for the tiny baby lives in the world.

Code: PHCOTMAT/WW

TGA: 282404

Waterproof Mattress
PD
63
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Polyurethane
Wipe surface clean with warm soapy water

Scan QR code
to download pdf


